
Pattern Description MSRP Per 4-Yd Single Roll

PDHK5001 Abaca w/Pearl Printed Paper $275.99
PDHK5002 Cork on Foil $226.99
PDHK5003 Mica $182.99
PDHK5004 Cork on Coated Metallic $235.99
PDHK5005 Paperweave $173.99
PDHK5006 Linen $167.99
PDHK5007 Paperweave $173.99
PDHK5008 Mica $182.99
PDHK5009 Sisal, Metallic $192.99
PDHK5010 Mica $180.99
PDHK5011 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5012 Jute, Metallic $145.99
PDHK5013 Paperweave $164.99
PDHK5014 Paperweave $179.99
PDHK5015 Paperweave $166.99
PDHK5016 Linen Strings - 88% Linen $187.99
PDHK5017 Japanese Paperweave $252.00
PDHK5018 Java Grass $159.99
PDHK5019 Paperweave $196.99
PDHK5020 Sisal, metallic print top $221.99
PDHK5021 Japanese Paperweave $194.00
PDHK5022 Mica $180.99
PDHK5023 Paperweave $183.99
PDHK5024 Hemp w/pearl printed paper $230.99

PDHK5025 Paper, raw Jute rope - non 
woven pearl $223.99

PDHK5026 Mica $180.99
PDHK5027 Japanese Paperweave $252.00
PDHK5028 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5029 Mica $209.99
PDHK5030 Burlap $193.99
PDHK5031 Linen Strings - 88% Linen $187.99
PDHK5032 Paperweave $145.99
PDHK5033 Java Grass $159.99
PDHK5034 Paperweave $169.99

Pattern Description MSRP Per 4-Yd Single Roll

PDHK5035 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5036 Mica $182.99
PDHK5037 Jute, T/W $188.99
PDHK5038 Abaca, T/W w/pearl print $306.99
PDHK5039 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5040 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5041 Paperweave $145.99
PDHK5042 Abaca, T/W w/pearl print $306.99
PDHK5043 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5044 Paperweave $161.99
PDHK5045 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5046 Arrowroot $251.99
PDHK5047 Hemp $322.99
PDHK5048 Sisal $164.99

PDHK5049 Yarn, untwisted and hemp 
mix, nylon warp $219.99

PDHK5050 Herb grass, double warp $190.99

PDHK5051 Paper, raw Jute rope - non 
woven pearl $223.99

PDHK5052 Paperweave $195.99
PDHK5053 Japanese Paperweave $194.00
PDHK5054 Linen Weaves $216.99
PDHK5055 Burlap $193.99
PDHK5056 Linen String - 71% Linen $187.99
PDHK5057 Linen String - 71% Linen $187.99
PDHK5058 Burlap $193.99
PDHK5059 Paperweave $161.99
PDHK5060 Jute, T/W $188.99
PDHK5061 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5062 Arrowroot, T/W $260.99
PDHK5063 Jute, Heavy T/W w Pearl $267.99
PDHK5064 Arrowroot $176.99
PDHK5065 Raw Jute, t/w w/metallic $204.99
PDHK5066 Rushcloth, Heavy T/W $156.99
PDHK5067 Arrowroot $251.9904
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  White-on-black=Packaged in 3-roll Bolts

All wallcoverings in this collection are priced per 4-yd single roll.
Patterns in black-on-white are sold in double-roll bolts (36” x 8 yards)
Patterns in white-on-black are sold in triple-roll bolts (36”x 12 yards)



CUSTOMER SERVICE/ORDER DEPARTMENT MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:30 AM - 6:00 PM

pacific_designs_intl (718) 367-1910 www.pacificdesigns.net customerservice@pacificdesigns.net

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR PRICING
PATTERN NUMBERS: PDHK5001 - PDHK5134

HANDCRAFTED GRASSCLOTHS, PAPERWEAVES, TEXTILES, AND MICAS
These are environmentally friendly natural fiber products

All wallcoverings in this collection are priced per 4-yd single roll (36”x 4 yards).
Packaged and sold in double-roll (36”x 8 yards) and triple-roll (36”x 12 yards) bolts.

Checklist: This is a handmade product. It is woven with natural plant fibers that give the finished product a natural 
unevenness. Being handmade and handstained, it is common that shades will vary from roll to roll and from the 
end to end of a single bolt. We urge you to take extra care in examining the grasscloth during preparation and 
installation.

Cutting For Approval: Dye lots can vary from shipment to shipment, for this reason, we cannot guarantee an exact 
match to your sample book. A cutting for approval (CFA) is an actual cutting of material of your order. If a color 
match is critical - and to avoid restocking fees - we strongly suggest you order a CFA. 

Paper Hanger/Installer: Open and install one double-roll. DO NOT OPEN OR CUT ADDITIONAL BOLTS. If, after inspection you are 
not satisfied, contact your supplier. NO credit will be given beyond one double-roll bolt.

Returns: Only uncut double rolls in original factory wrapping may be returned for credit less 30% restocking/handling charge 
and return freight within 30 days of invoice. Return authorization (RA) numbers must be obtained from Customer Service prior to 
returning merchandise. This number must be noted on the outside return label and easily seen by our receiving department.

When requesting a CFA it is required that you place an actual order so that we can reserve the required quantity. Once we receive your 
order, we will reserve the quantity for seven (7) days and send you a cutting of the reserved material. We will only ship the full order 
once you approve it. Upon receipt of the cutting, you are responsible for notifying our Customer Service department to let them know 
that the cutting is approved. Upon approval, the order will be released and shipped.
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Pattern Description MSRP Per 4-Yd Single Roll

PDHK5068 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5069 Mica $209.99
PDHK5070 Japanese Paperweave $252.00
PDHK5071 Raffia $156.99
PDHK5072 Hemp Skin, T/W $240.99
PDHK5073 Paperweave $177.99
PDHK5074 Japanese Paperweave $194.00
PDHK5075 Portguese Cork $259.99
PDHK5076 Paperweave $186.99
PDHK5077 Japanese Paperweave $228.00
PDHK5078 Paperweave $182.99
PDHK5079 Japanese Paperweave $228.00
PDHK5080 Paperweave $186.99
PDHK5081 Cork $154.99
PDHK5082 Burlap $193.99
PDHK5083 Mica $209.99
PDHK5084 Japanese Paperweave $228.00
PDHK5085 Raffia $156.99
PDHK5086 Paperweave $200.99
PDHK5087 Arrowroot $251.99
PDHK5088 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5089 Boodle & Jute $120.99
PDHK5090 Jute, T/W $188.99
PDHK5091 Herb grass, double warp $190.99
PDHK5092 Jute, T/W $188.99

PDHK5093 Yarn, untwisted and hemp 
mix, nylon warp $219.99

PDHK5094 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5095 Sisal, pearl powder $197.99
PDHK5096 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5097 Paperweave $179.99
PDHK5098 Mica $209.99
PDHK5099 Jute, Heavy T/W $190.99
PDHK5100 Linen Strings - 88% Linen $187.99
PDHK5101 Sisal, multicolor $221.99
PDHK5102 Raw Jute w/metallic print $221.99

Pattern Description MSRP Per 4-Yd Single Roll

PDHK5103 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5104 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5105 Cork on foil $226.99
PDHK5106 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5107 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5108 Jute, Metallic $145.99
PDHK5109 Jute $145.99
PDHK5110 Raffia $156.99

PDHK5111 Yarn, untwisted and hemp 
mix, nylon warp $219.99

PDHK5112 Mica (Kenaf) $209.99
PDHK5113 Linen String - 71% Linen $187.99
PDHK5114 Sisal, pearl powder $197.99
PDHK5115 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5116 Mica $205.99
PDHK5117 Cork $226.99
PDHK5118 Cork, red on metallic $270.99
PDHK5119 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5120 Jute/Grass $159.99
PDHK5121 Paperweave $179.99
PDHK5122 Boodle, T/W $114.99
PDHK5123 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5124 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5125 Jute, Heavy T/W $190.99
PDHK5126 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5127 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5128 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5129 Kenaf $207.99
PDHK5130 Arrowroot $177.99
PDHK5131 Sisal $164.99
PDHK5132 Paperweave $173.99
PDHK5133 Cork on metallic $176.99
PDHK5134 Mica $209.99
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All wallcoverings in this collection are priced per 4-yd single roll.
Patterns in white-on-black are sold in triple-roll bolts (36”x 12 yards)
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Patterns in black-on-white are sold in double-roll bolts (36” x 8 yards)

  White-on-black=Packaged in 3-roll Bolts



CUSTOMER SERVICE/ORDER DEPARTMENT MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:30 AM - 6:00 PM

pacific_designs_intl (718) 367-1910 www.pacificdesigns.net customerservice@pacificdesigns.net

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR PRICING
PATTERN NUMBERS: PDHK5001 - PDHK5134

HANDCRAFTED GRASSCLOTHS, PAPERWEAVES, TEXTILES, AND MICAS
These are environmentally friendly natural fiber products

All wallcoverings in this collection are priced per 4-yd single roll (36”x 4 yards).
Packaged and sold in double-roll (36”x 8 yards) and triple-roll (36”x 12 yards) bolts.

Checklist: This is a handmade product. It is woven with natural plant fibers that give the finished product a natural 
unevenness. Being handmade and handstained, it is common that shades will vary from roll to roll and from the 
end to end of a single bolt. We urge you to take extra care in examining the grasscloth during preparation and 
installation.

Cutting For Approval: Dye lots can vary from shipment to shipment, for this reason, we cannot guarantee an exact 
match to your sample book. A cutting for approval (CFA) is an actual cutting of material of your order. If a color 
match is critical - and to avoid restocking fees - we strongly suggest you order a CFA. 

Paper Hanger/Installer: Open and install one double-roll. DO NOT OPEN OR CUT ADDITIONAL BOLTS. If, after inspection you are 
not satisfied, contact your supplier. NO credit will be given beyond one double-roll bolt.

Returns: Only uncut double rolls in original factory wrapping may be returned for credit less 30% restocking/handling charge 
and return freight within 30 days of invoice. Return authorization (RA) numbers must be obtained from Customer Service prior to 
returning merchandise. This number must be noted on the outside return label and easily seen by our receiving department.

When requesting a CFA it is required that you place an actual order so that we can reserve the required quantity. Once we receive your 
order, we will reserve the quantity for seven (7) days and send you a cutting of the reserved material. We will only ship the full order 
once you approve it. Upon receipt of the cutting, you are responsible for notifying our Customer Service department to let them know 
that the cutting is approved. Upon approval, the order will be released and shipped.
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